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Weakly Singular Hammerstein-Volterra Operators
in Orlicz and Holder Spaces
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Acting, boundedness, and compactness conditions for nonlinear Hanimerstein- Vol terra operators are given
either between two Orlicz spaces, or from an Orlicz space into a (generalized) Holder space. Particular
emphasis is put on weakly singular kernels. This leads to (local) solvability results for HammersteinVolterra equations of second kind.
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0. Introduction
As is well known, the study of initial value problems for systems of ordinary differential
equations leads to Hammerstein-Volterra equations of the form
X(l) =

j

k(t,)f(s,x(s))ds

(1>0).

.

(1)

where k : x , JR NxN is a matrix-valued kernel function and f : I? + x : g?N
is a given nonlinearity which satisfies a Carathéodory condition. In nonlinear analysis
one usually considers (1) as fixed point equation for the Hammerstein- Volterra operator
H VP which may be written as composition of the linear Volterra operator
Vy(1)=jk(1..$)y(s)ds

.

(2)

and the nonlinear Nemytskij operator
b'x(s) = f(&x(s)).

(3)

In the classical setting, these operators are usually studied either in the space C' of continuous functions (e.g.. if the nonlinearity I is continuous in both variables), or in the space
L (I p <no) of p-integrable functions (e.g., if the function f has polynomial growth).
However, if the nonlinearity I exhibits a non-polynomial (e.g.. exponential) growth in the
second variable, it is a useful device to study equation (1) in some Orlicz space which is
"manufactured" according to the data k and f.
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The main purpose of the present paper is to study equation (1) in appropriate Orlicz
spaces. If the Volterra operator (2) is replaced by the Fredhoim operator
T

Ky(t)

j k(1,$)y(s)ds,

(4)

the corresponding fixed point equation x = KFz has been widely considered in the
literature. On the other hand, there are only very few results, as far as we know, taking
into account the specific features of the Volterra operator (2). For example, it is well
known that, in case of a weakly singular kernel function
k(t, s) - h(t, a)
- It_sIA

(5)

(h bounded and sufficiently regular), the operator V maps the Lebesgue space L into the
Holder space C° with o = I - A - i/p. In the first section below we show that V has a

similar "smoothing property" from Orlicz spaces into certain generalized HOlder spaces,
or into the space C of continuous functions. Afterwards, we establish some boundedness
for the operator V between Orlicz spaces which build on Riordan's generalization of the
classical Marcinkiewicz interpolation theorem. Combining these results with well known
mapping properties of the Nemytskij operator (3), we are lead to local existence theorems
for the Hammerstein-Volterra equation (1). In this connection, particular emphasis is put
again on kernel functions of the potential type (5).
1. Equations with Holder continuous kernels

Let It llL. —* 111+ be a Young function, i.e. 4) is increasing, even, convex, and continuous
with 4)(0) = 0 and 4)(oo) = 00. The Orlicz space L, = Lo Q0, T], RN) consists, by definition, of all (classes of) measurable functions x: [0, T] — IR" for which the (Luxemburg)
norm
rT
(
'x(t\
II x IP,= infa >0: JO
I 'I'(----)dt<i
0 /

is finite (see, e.g., [9, 17]). The particular choice 4)(u) = 4)(u) = I u l" (1
p < oo)
leads, of course, to the Lebesgue space L = L([0, T], JRN).
Let 0 : IR+ — 111+ be a Holder function, i.e. 0 is increasing and continuous with
çb(0) = 0. The (generalized) HOlder space C4' = C4'([0 , TI, JRN) consists, by definition, of
all continuous functions x [0, T] —* JRN satisfying an estimate
Ix(t) — x(r)I < L (I t — TI)

for somcL > 0. Equipped with the norm
II x II

II x IIc + [XI,

where
114c= max Ix(t)I

and

Ix(t) —
,. çft — r)

[x]4' = sup

the space C4' becomes a Banach space. The particular choice (t) = t° (0 < o 1) leads,
of course, to the classical H"older space C° = C°((0, T], JR').
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Orlicz spaces occur, loosely speaking, whenever one has to deal with differential equations involving strong nonlinearities; a typical application may be found in [7]. Moreover,
the so-called Or!icz-Sobolev spaces Wk L, (containing functions whose k-th order distributional derivatives belong to L,) may be imbedded into generalized Holder spaces C O in
rather the same way as classical Sobolev spaces W into classical HOlder spaces C° (see,
e.g., [1, 11]).
In this and the following sections we are interested in mapping and boundedness
properties of the weakly singular Volterra operator

j

Vy(t) -

h(t,$)
y(s) ds,
—
SIA

(6)

where h is some continuous matrix-valued function on the triangular domain A =.f (t, s):
0 <s < t T}, and 0 < A < 1. Let 4) be a fixed Young function and denote by 4) the
conjugate Young function [9]
4)(u) = sup { I u I v —
v>O

for instance, 4),,
,

4D A

4)(v)};

(7)

with 1 + = 1 for p> 1. Put
1(t) =

0

4(s)

ds

and
= ml

{ü

> 0: f(&t)

(8)
< 01/A}

(9)

Then t/ : IR. —' 111 + is a well-defined HOlder function. In fact, the derivative of the
function ft (p) = p — f(pt) satisfies
dfj(p)
= 1 — Lf'(pt) = 1 - t4)(pt),
dp
and hence is positive for p large enough (recall that 4)(u) —* 0 as u —+ 0). Consequently,
f(pt) p for sufficiently large p, and thus the function (9) is well-defined. For 0 < t S r
we have
f(i,b(r)"'t) :5 f(t,&(r)'1"r) 15 tI,(r)",
since f is increasing; this shows that we may put a = 'I.' ( r ) in (9), and hence 0(t):5 ,,b(r).
Finally, the continuity of (9) follows from the continuity and concavity of (8), and the
equality 0(0) = 0 follows from f(0) = 0.

Theorem 1. Suppose that h A —
sup

IRNXN

is continuous and

h(t,$) — h(r,)I
( I t — r] + Is — o1)

for some Holder function 4. Suppose that the function f defined in (8) is finite, and put
(t) = max {(t),(t)} with ,,l' given by (9). Then the weakly singular Volterra operator
(6) is bounded from the Orlicz space L, into the Holder space C0 and satisfies
II V I L , -.

C0 fl :5 2(1 +(T))max{2,'(T)}IIhII.

(10)
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Proof. For 0 t r 1' fixed and a > 0 consider the integrals

=
l(•)
1 2( e )

(ih(r.$) —
) ds,
.
air
—
i
i
= Joi (
ih(ts)i) ds
aft — si A - a l t — si
Jo

si

(12)

,r () ( ih(r,$)i
13(0) = /
it

(11)

(13)

air - si) ds,

and let
a3 = inf {a >0: 1(a)

1}

(j = 1,2,3).

We derive upper estimates for a 1 ,a2 and a3 . Let first C [h](ir - t i) . Assuming C > 0
(without loss of generality) and substituting s '- T — ( C/a)' /"s leads to the estimate
1(a)

/
C
(\0T —

0

ds

C I/.\

T(O/C)h/A

= () L_t1cuiA

(s)ds,

litrice
f(\I/A

ía '/\1
I
I
a
[f (
— f (r — 1)
1r (a))
) )J
/
T
\
I/A\
C' ''

J i (a) < (—)
\a/

(-)

f(()

).

('oiisequently, f(T(a/()'/) < (a/C)' P' implies 1(a)

1, hence

a < tI'(T)[h](Ir — t i) .

(14)

Now let 1.) = ii h lic . Assuming 1) > 0 (without loss of generality) and substituting
— (D/o)' I '.s and .s
r — (D/a)' / s, respectively, leads to the estimate
12(0) <

J'H

t./

o

D
D
A
\ a(t — s) — o(r —

o

'
I fl )
D
, d.s—f(
—
\ 0(t — .$)
Jo a(r s)
f)

()
D
()

\ ds

S)A)

\
A)

ds

1/A i(o/DJ'/"

(s)ds - ()

Jo

1/A\

/

[1

/

i () ) —

01/A

J_ta/D1IA
1/A

I r () ) + i (( T —1)

1/A

\a

(s)ds
'a

)'/')]

(;)f_t)(.)
((T
),

where we have used the convexitiy of 4i and the monotonicity of
I)(o/I))'I") < ( / fl)1/A implies that 12(0)
1, hence
02

t,b(lr — t l)Il h lic .

f.

Consequently, f((r —
(15)
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An analogous reasoning leads to the estimate
1/.

13(a)

1/A

;) f((r_t)() ),
15 (D

hence

(16)

,b(lr - tl)llhllc.
NowfixxEL, and 0<t<r<Tasabove.For0<.sT,put
03 <

h 1 (s)

h2(s)

{

-

ih(r,a)—h(t,a)l

ifs < t

o

otherwise
i

-

I iiT

1

jr1 lh(t,3)l

otherwise

{ o

l!1
TT ----I

h, (s)

if. < t

ift<s<r

-

otherwise

{ o

A comparison with (11) - (13) shows that h, E L4 with 11 h,114 = a, (j = 1,2,3). Writing
= d, for short, we get
h(r,$) = a, IT - sI = b, h(t,$) = c, and i t lVx(r) - Vx(

= lj'(,b-cd),(,)d,+J'(,b)x(s)d,l

< J0 (Ja - cj bi + lb - dl l c l)l x ( s )l ds + J Iabllz(s)l ds
=

I [hi(s)+h2(s)+h3(s)]Ix(s)Ids
Jo
2(a i + 02 + aa)IIxIj,.

Combining this with (14) - (16) yields
lVx(r) - Vx(t)l

2(21hlc + b(T)[hli)IlxIl.(Ir - t),

hence

(18)

[Vz]0 <2(2llhIlc + b(T)[h])lx,.

Observing now that

(17)

S

Vx(t)l = Vx(t) - Vx(0)l <(T)[Vx10

we finally get
llVxlc <2(2i(T)llhljc + (T)Y(T)[hJ)IIxI,
which together with (18) proves (10) I
2. Equations with continuous kernels
Theorem 1 shows that the weakly singular Volterra operator (6) maps the Orlicz space Li
into an appropriate Holder space C', provided the kernel function h is HOlder continuous
on the triangular domain A. If we merely require h to be continuous on A, it is not
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surprising that we end up in the space C = C([0,Tj,IR''). On the other hand, as an
additional gift we get then (see the following theorem) the compactness of the operator
(6)

Theorem 2. Suppose that h : A -* II?NXN is continuous and the function f defined
in (8) is finite, and let be given by (9). Then the weakly singular Volterra operator (6)
is compact from the Orlicz space L, into the space C and satisfies
Cu <20(T)llhllc.

11 V I L ,

Proof. We modify the proof of Theorem 1. To this end, for 0
o > 0, consider the integral

4

(19)
t < T fixed and

/ h(t, s )i \
1 (u)J i(
51A) ds,
0
\i -

4

and let

a4 = inf {a > 0: I (4X) <'1).

4

As in the proof of Theorem 1, a straightforward calculation shows that

a <i'(T)iihllc,
lieii:e

E>O. choose b>0

iVx(t)l 5

2a 4ll x li,

!^ 20(T)ilhliclixli,,

,( r_t I e for iT_ti<5.

by the Holder inequality. This proves (19). To see that V is compact, let JJxIJo < 1. Given
For
such that Ih(r,$)_h(t,$)i<c and
I
I)<
as in (11) we get then, after substituting s '-' r - (c/o)' "s, that !i(a)
Reasoning as in the proof of Theorem 1 we conclude that

iVx(r) - Vx(t) < ( 2 11 h iic + 1(T)),-.
This shows that the set {Vz : llxllo < l} is equicontinuous, and thus the assertion of V
follows from the Arzelà-Ascoli compactness criterion. I
We illustrate Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 by two typical examples.

Example 1. Let 41(u) = 41 9 (u) = iui (I < p < x). A trivial calculation shows
that the function (8) is finite in this case if and only if Ap < p - 1, and f(t)
hence '(1) - t''IP. In particular, for h(t,$)
1 we get the classical result that the
Abel operator

L I1 xs3)IA

=
Ax(t)

ds

(20)

maps the Lebesgue space L into the HOlder space C' with a = 1 - ..\ - 1/p (see, e.g.,
16. 81).

Example 2. Let 41(u) = eltl - Jul - 1. In this case the properties of the Orlicz space
L, are essentially different from those of the Lebesgue space L, since 41 does not satisfy

a L 2 condition (see [9, 17]). The conjugate Young function (7) is here
•(u) =

(I + iul)log(l +J u l) - Jul
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We show that, for this choice of
1(1)

4P,
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the function

= 1' (1 + s)log(1 + s)ds - j s ds

(21)

is finite for any ,\ € (0, 1). The second integral in (21) is trivially finite; it is the first
integral which requires a more careful analysis. Now, integrating
=

+ s)log(I + s)ds

by parts yields
'C =

[(s +

log(1 + s)] -

f

3+

I

sj

ds.

The first term is bounded for e near 0, while the integrand in the second term may be
majorized by the integrable function A(l+s/(1—.)). Consequently, I. remains bounded,
as c 10, and so we are done.
From Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 we conclude that the Volterra operator (6) acts from
L, into C if the kernel function h is continuous, and from L, into C° (0 < a < 1
appropriate) if h belongs to C°. As a typical example, we may again consider the Abel
operator (20).

3. Equations with bounded kernels
Now we further weaken the regularity assumption on the kernel function (5) by simply
requiring that h is essentially bounded on A. As a consequence, we obtain mapping
and boundedness properties for the Volterra operator (6) from one Orlicz space L, into
another Orlicz space Lip. A basic tool will be Riordan's generalization [18] of the classical
Marcinkiewicz interpolation theorem [12].
Recall that a linear operator A is called of weak type (p, q) (1. p,q < no) if A is
bounded as an operator from the Lebesgue space L into the Marcinkiewicz space Mq
(see, e.g., [4, 5, 10]). More explicitly, A is of weak type (p,q) if
mes (D(Ax; h)) < (uii

(h > 0)

(22)

for all x E L and some c > 0, where D(y; h) denotes the Lebesgue set of all t E [0, T]
such that y(t)I > h. Since L q 9. Mq , every bounded linear operator from L,, into L q is of
course of weak type (p, q); the converse is not true. (To see this, consider A = V as in (2)
with k(t,$) = l/t for p = q = 1.)
Theorem 3 [18]:

q > q2,

PI

Suppose that A is both of weak type (pi,qi) and
q. Let

iA p2 , pi ( q, and
o

= q2/P2 - qi/pi

q2 —

qI

- qV

=

and

Pi

Assume that 'I' is a Young function such that
t oo

Jt s

d* (s) = 0(1-u, '11 (t))

and

ft

J0 s

dW(s) = O(tIl(t)).

where
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Finally, let

4P

be a Young function such that
1(i)-.[i(.;)]a.
(23)

Then the operator A is bounded from the Orlicz space L, into the Orlicz space Lip.

q

We point out that, in case 4(u) = JuI P and 'IV(u) = Ju1 , Theorem 3 reduces to the
classical Marcinkiewicz interpolation theorem.
Applying Theorem 3 to the Volterra operator (6), one may get various boundedness
results for V between Orlicz spaces: it simply suffices to find p,q E [1,00) such that V is
of weak type (p, q). As a sample result, we mention the following.

Theorem 4. Suppose that h : A -

IRNXN

is measurable and essentially bounded,

and let 0 < A < 1. Assume that either

(24)
or
(25)

<p<, 1<q< 1—p(1—A)

Then the weakly singular Volterra operator (6) is of weak type (p, q).
Proof. It suffices to prove the assertion for the "worst case" p = 1 and q = 1/A. Let
II h IL = t < 00; we show that (22) holds with c = i7/(l - A). In fact, given x E L 1 and
h >0, for D= D( Vx;h) we have
hmes(D)

=

JD

=

7

- DI

hds <

Vx(s)Ids <i

I I X(O,al((7)
Ix(o)Idads
JDJO
Is -

ds" Ix(cr)I do,
f T (jDx(s)
s_CI A )

JO

T

,T mes(D)
J
- A

Ix(a)I do,

- 711 X 111
mes(D)',
- 1—A
hence mes(D)' <
-

1-A

h

as claimed l

We make some comments on Theorem 4. First of all, we point out that (at least in
case h(t,$)
1) the conditions (24) and (25) are sharp in the following sense:
If the operator (20) is of weak type (p, q) for some A E (0, 1), then (24) or (25) hold.
Second, the conditions (24) and (25) are similar to classical boundedness conditions
for convolution operators (e.g., the Abel operator (20)) on Lebesgue spaces. For instance,
it is well-known ([8], see also [221) that the operator (20) is bounded from L into Lq for
1 <

j—'--

and

(26)

where c > 0 and, at least for p = 1 or p = 1/(1 - A), one must not take e = 0 in (26). In
[6: Theorem 4.1.11 the authors claim that the estimate
IVXII g

:5 T'(1

A

+

IIxIIp
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holds for p and q as in (26). This is indeed true for q 2 p, but false for q < p, as the
following example shows.
Example 3. Let T = 1, p = 10, q = 1, ..\ = 9/10, and x(s) 1. Then
jjVxjjj = 10

1 t'110dt = 100 > 9

but

/
T (i + —A

19 19/10
( 19 )
< 4.
= ()

In order to apply Theorem 3 to the operator (6) (or (20)) between specific Orlicz
spaces, one has to verify the growth condition (23). Unfortunately, this may be very
hard for complicated Young functions. (An example of two Young functions 4) and '1'
satisfying (23) may be found in 117: p. 252].) A different approach to the Abel operator
(20) between Orlicz spaces which is based on general properties of convolution operators
may be found in [13]. Finally, we remark that there are other papers on the interpolation
of Orlicz spaces (e.g. [191) which may be helpful for obtaining boundedness results for the
operator (6) between Orlicz spaces.

4. Hammerstein-Volterra equations in Orlicz spaces
Combining the boundedness and compactness results proved so far for the Volterra operator (6) with well-known boundedness and continuity results for the Nemytskij operator
(3), one may obtain various existence theorems for the Hammerstein-Volterra equation
(1) with weakly singular kernel function (5).
For the reader's convenience, let us recall the following result on Nemytskij operators
between Orlicz spaces ([2], see also [3, 9]).

Theorem 5. Suppose that f : IR x RN • RN is a Carathéodory function. Let 4)
and '1' be two Young functions, and let r> 0. Then the Nemytskij operator (3) maps the
ball B7 (L) = {x E Lp : IIr II <r} into the space L, if and only if the growth condition
, (If(t,u)I) <a(t) + b'J.'

N

(27)

holds for some a 6 L 1 , b 2 0, and R > 0. Moreover, in this case the operator (3) is
always bounded. Finally, the operator (3) is continuous if the Young function 4) satisfies
a L 2 condition.
As mentioned before, from Theorem 3 and Theorem 4 one may deduce boundedness
conditions for the Volterra operator (6) between two Orlicz spaces L, and L,. In order
to apply classical principles of nonlinear analysis, however, we also need the compactness
of the operator (6). Here we recall the following well-known sufficient condition.

Theorem 6 [17]. Let k: A —+ 1R" be a measurable function such that

jTjt

(Ik(t,$)I)dsdt

<00

(28)

for all a > 0 and some Young function E. Suppose that there exist a >0 and u0 > 0 such
that
E(auv) 15 0(u)T(v)
(u,v 2 uo).
(29)
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Then the Volterra operator (6) is compact from L, into Lq and satisfies
V I L, -4 Lyll < F(a,uo,T)IIkIIE,
where
r(a, uo, T) = {T2(au) + T(uo) + T'1'(uo) + i}.

(30)

We remark that (28) simply means that the kernel function k has an absolutely continuous norm in the Orlicz space LE = Lu([0,T) x [0, T), JJ1Nx1). Equivalently, k may be
approximated (in the norm of Lx) by a sequence (kn)n of simple kernel functions k. This

fact was used in [17] to prove an analogous compactness result for the Fredhoim operator
(4). In fact, the authors claim in the proof of [17: Theorem 6.1.51 that "the corresponding
operator Ky(t) = J ' k,(t, s)y(s)ds is compact since it has a finite-dimensional range".
However, this is not correct, as may be seen by choosing k(t,$) = Xa(t,$), say.
Theorem 6 may be combined with Theorem 5 in order to assure the compactness of
the Hammerstein-Volterra operator H = VF, and thus to obtain solutions of equation
(1). We do not want to formulate this as another abstract result, but illustrate this by
means of two illuminating examples.

Example 4. Let h

: A - JR NXN

be measurable and essentially bounded, and take
= 1/2. We claim that the corresponding Volterra operator (6) is compact from the
Lebesgue space L2 into the Orlicz space L, generated by the Young function
'11 (u) = u I( e ' u" - 1)

(0 < i-i < 1).

In fact, we may consider the operator VV which is generated by the iterated kernel
function
l(t,$) = j k(t,r)k(r,$)dr

between the Orlicz spaces L 4 and L.. Since
jl(t,$)I

c1 + c21 log It - sil,

it is not hard to see that (28) is satisfied for k = 1, E = ill , and all a> 0. Reasoning now
as in [9: §161, we know that VV is compact between L 4 and L,. Moreover, condition
(29) reads now
'1'(auv) u2 W(v)

(u,v > no).

(31)

By definition of the Young function 'I' we have '11 (u) '11(u)2; consequently, the conjugate
Young function 'I' satisfies a ' condition [9]. But this implies (31), since '11(u) increases
more rapidly than u2 . By Theorem 6, the corresponding Volterra operator (6) is compact
between the spaces L2 and L.S.
Now, from Theorem 5 we conclude that the growth condition
If( t , u )1 2

a(t) + b'4'

(Iul),

where a € L1 , b > 0, and r > 0, implies both the continuity and boundedness of the
Nemytskij operator (3) from B(Lp) into L2 . Consequently, the operator H = VP is
compact and continuous on the ball B(L)..
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To prove the existence of a solution z E Lq of equation (1), one may proceed in two
different ways. On the one hand, if the growth of the nonlinearity f is not too fast, one
may find a ball in the space Lp which can be transformed by the operator H into itself
and apply Schauder's fixed point principle. On the other hand, if the growth of f is very
fast, one may try to find a-priori bounds for the equation z = 1tzHx (0 < p < 1) and apply
Schaefer's continuation method 1211. In any case, the definition of the Young function 'V
shows that the growth of f(t, u) may be faster than any polynomial in u.
In the following example we want to study the "perturbed" equation
(32)

X(t) = j k(t, s)f(s, z(s)) ds + r(t),

where r E L is given. We show that (32) is "locally solvable" (i.e. on some subinterval
[0, r] c [0, 7']), provided that r and r are small in a sense to be made precise.

Example 5. Let 1,'V, and be three Young functions such that the conditions
(28) and (29) hold; in addition, we assume that 4 1 satisfies a 2 condition. Suppose
that f satisfies the growth condition (27). By Theorem 5 and Theorem 6, we know that
F: L, - L, is bounded and continuous, and V: L, - L is compact.
Let e >0 and p>O. We claim that we can find arE (0,Tj such that, for any r E L
with irU
p, the equation (32) has a solution x on [0, rj with jj x - rii < e.
In fact, the boundedness of the operator F implies that there exists R > 0 such that
llFxll, < R for iI x il p + e. Since the kernel function k has an absolutely continuous
norm (see the remark after Theorem 6), for sufficiently small r > 0 we have
F (a , t o, r )ilx(,.) k li R

C

(see (30) for the definition of 1'), where (r) = {(t,$) :0 <s <t < r}. Let
VTY(t) = j XT(t, s)k(t, s)y(s) ds

(0 < t < r),

(33)

and consider all functions on the interval [0,r], rather than [0,T]. For x E Lp with
li n k <p + e we have then
HxIIp

il Vr Fn iis 5 I(a,uo,r)IlxA()kIiEilPzii,

<C.

This shows that the operator H1 defined by Hj x = Hr + f transforms the ball B(L) +
f {x E Lq : j jx - f 1k e} into itself. From Schauder's fixed point principle we
conclude that equation (32) has a solution in this ball.
The main trick in getting balls which may be transformed into itself in Example 5
consists in "shrinking" the norm of the operator (33) by choosing r sufficiently small. The
same trick may be used to get existence theorems for the more general Uryson- Volterra
equation
X(t) = j g(t,s,x(.$))ds + r(t)

(34)

in Holder spaces. The equation (34) has been, studied, even for Banach space valued
functions, but by means of completely different methods, in [14 - 16].
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5. Hammerstein-Volterra equations in Holder spaces
So far we considered equation (1) in the case when both operators V and F act between
Orlicz spaces. In this section we briefly show how to employ Theorem 1 and Theorem 2
in order to establish the existence of a solution of equation (1) in a (generalized) Holder
space.
We begin with Theorem 1. First of all, we recall that a HOlder space CO is compactly
imbedded into a HOlder space C4' if
(t) = o((t))

(1 - 0);

(35)

• typical example is of course (t) = t° and (t) t0 with a > f . Now, Theorem I gives
• sufficient condition for the operator (6) to be bounded from an Orlicz space L, into a
HOlder space C4'. If we require the operator (3) to he bounded and continuous from some
HOlder space C4' satisfying (35) into L,,, then the compactness of the operator H = VF in
the space CO will be simply a consequence of the compactness of the imbedding C4' c C4'.
Conditions for the boundedness and continuity of F from C4' into L, which are both
necessary and sufficient are not known; nevertheless, one can give simple sufficient conditions. - A very rough condition which ensures the boundedness of F from C (a fortiori,
from C4') into Li is that the function J defined by
(36)

fr(t) = sup if( t , u )i
l,I<r

belongs to L, for any r > 0 ([201, see also [3]). Moreover, it is clear that
sup fil Fx lI, : Il z l

r}

llfrli

(37)

in this case. Finally, if the Young function 4) satisfies a L 2 condition, F is also continuous
from C into L,. This simple observation allows us to obtain the following straightforward
existence result in the HOlder space C4'.

Theorem 7. Suppose that the hypotheses of Theorem 1 are satisfied, where 4) satisfies
a A 2 condition. Assume, moreover, that the function J, defined by (36) belongs to the
Orlicz space L,, and let / be any HOlder function satisfying (35). Finally, suppose that
there exists r > 0 such that
(1 + 0(T)) max {2,t(T)} il h lkllfll, < r.
Then equation (1) has a solution x e

C 4'

with

r.

Proof. By (10) and (37), the operator H VP leaves the ball B(C4') {x E Co:
l x ii <r} invariant, and hence Schauder's fixed point principle applies I
Of course, Theorem 2 may be applied in the same way. Since the operator (6) is,
under the hypotheses of Theorem 2, even compact from Li into C, it is not necessary to
imbed C into a larger space, and thus the proof becomes even simpler. We summarize
with the following

Theorem 8. Suppose that the hypotheses of Theorem 2 are satisfied, where 'I) satisfies
a A 2 condition. Assume, moreover, that the function fT defined by (36) belongs to the
Orlicz space L,. Finally, suppose that there exists r> 0 such that
(T)iIhIIcIifiI, <r.
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Then equation (1) has a solution z E C with IIxIIc r.
The following example shows that the operator F may be discontinuous from C into
L, if 4) does not satisfy a A 2 condition.
Example 8. Let 4)(u) e 1' 1 - Jul - 1 and f(t,u) = log(t +Jul). Since f(t,.) is
continuous for t > 0, f is a Carathéodory function on [0, 1 1 x jj?N. For r > 0 and
0 < I < 1 we have
f(t)=mac

Since

1
1

Jo

(1

4)

—
2

{log(l+r),log} ^log(r+1)+log

1)
''1
1
1
log— dl= I (__lo._l)dt<oo
1
Jo \/i

the function J belongs to L, = L,([0, 1], JR').
Now let (X,,)n be a sequence in C C((0, I), IR'') with 1x5(t)I. Since
dl
I 4) (I Fx ( t ) —F0 ( t )I) dt = j4)(log 1+nt'1
nt I

Jo

=

we have J jFx, -

F011, > 1,

1
1+nt
(1+ —
—log nt - )di=,
JI
ni

and thus F is discontinuous at zero.

We point out that, if the function

f

is of the form

f(t, u) = g(t)h(u) with g E L,([O, T], IRNXN), h e C([0, T], IR'')
or
f(t,u)

=

g(u)h(t) with gE C([0,T],NxN),h e

then F is automatically continuous between C and L,. This shows that our Example 6
cannot be replaced by the (autonomous) function f = 1(u) from [9: Example (17.10)].
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